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Chapter Horliss-Horliss Throws a Shape. Chapter The New Jedi Order. Blog at WordPress. T'ra Saa. Series description Star Wars: Legacy is a
comic book from Dark Horse, set over years after the films. While visiting a cantinaSauk succeeded in purchasing a retrofitted stabilizing coil from
Jariah Syn and his companions Cade Skywalker and Deliah Blue. We use cookies to provide our servicesfor example, to keep track of items
stored in your shopping basket, prevent fraudulent activity, improve the security of our services, keep track of your specific preferences e. Chapter
The Left-Handed God. What was irritating is that Ania has taken several completely reckless actions where it is to the point now where I find it
hard to believe the people around her wouldn't be seriously annoyed with her I know I certainly was. May 31, Chris rated it liked it Shelves:
darkhorse-swstar-wars. Jun 25, C rated it it was ok Shelves: star-wars-the-geek-side. While visiting an unidentified planet to transport a wild
beast, Sauk and AG learn about a Bk. 2 operation on the poisoned planet of Dacthe homeworld of the Mon Calamari and Quarren species which
was destroyed by a Sith bioweapon during the last stages of the Second Imperial Civil War. If you want to force a particular order, use the
character to divide the number and the descriptor. Believing that Dieben holds the key to Wredd's whereabouts, the two companions decide to
find him. Click on the era symbol for description. Treis Sinde. Jao and Ania's party are then captured by Bk. 2 Luft who dumps them into an
escape Star Wars Legacy: Outcasts of the Broken Ring v. IIwhich is jettisoned into the poisoned oceans of Dac. Other than that, the plot was
good and there were some more nice surprises. Performance and Analytics. Also avoid publisher series, unless the publisher has a true monopoly
over the "works" in question. Upon arriving in the Dac system, they quickly discover that another rogue Sith Lord Darth Luft and his pirate
associates had established a slaving operation in the Mon Calamari Shipyards. Hosk Trey'lis. We use cookies to improve this site Cookies are
used to provide, analyse and improve our services; provide chat tools; and show you relevant content on advertising. Format All Paperback 17
Hardback 3. Darth Wredd is wreaking havoc. There are no discussion topics Bk. 2 this book yet. Return to Book Page. Issues Collected in
Legacy: Volume Extremes. Feb 15, Jaime K rated it liked it. Related series Star Wars. After a grueling rescue mission, Ania was arrested for the
alleged murder of the Imperial Knight Teemen Alton. Jao is allowed to join Ania and her companions, who depart Coruscant on AG's freighter
following a heartfelt last meeting with Jao's mentor Master Val. Back in the Dac system, Ania and AG are being pursued by pirate starfighters.
Darth Andeddu. If you are not a SW fan but love science fiction and graphic novels, I recommend checking it out, it is set up far This is all
considered non-canon now and falls under the category now listed as Legends or alternate timeline. We also get to see more of the internal politics
of the Triumvirate and how Gar Stazi and the Empress Marasiah Fel don't always see eye to eye! Bk. 2 here to check out our Star Wars Legacy:
Outcasts of the Broken Ring v. II review. Heathentown Corinna Sara Bechko. Obi-Wan Kenobi. While Jao advocates taking the fight to Darth
Luft, Ania advises caution and urges them to wait for reinforcements. Star Wars: Legacy era. Any reproduction must be credited to Roqoo Depot.
Are you happy to accept all cookies? Nei Rin. After all, it takes some time to get the literary ball rolling. Related places Coruscant. Unlike
Ostrander's LegacyBeechko's exposition moves along far too quickly. Brian Albert Thies Illustrator. Nov 19, Jordan Anderson rated it liked it
Shelves:actioncomics-graphic-noveldark-horsefemale-authorsfictionlegendsmarvelsci-fistar-wars. While traveling through hyperspace, Jao receives
a transmission from Darth Wredd, who gloatingly informs Jao that he had been playing into the latter's hands by following his trail and killing Darth
Luft. Lists with This Book. Unwilling to risk getting his son Tilin killed, the Quarren Tikin refused to have anything to do with his rescuers and
returns to his captors. Apr 19, Jason rated it it was amazing Shelves: Bk. 2, medium-graphic-novelscience-fictionstar-wars. The pacing. I have two
main problems, though, that hold me back: 1. Most popular Price, low to high Price, high to low Publication date, old to new Publication date, new
to old. The action in this series continues to be great and I love the minor characters still. Bk. 2 Blue.
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